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The design of transmission system protection and relaying schemes are becoming more 
complex year after year, especially considering the increase in penetration of large utility scale 
renewable energy resources like wind and solar. These renewable resources are making a surge 
in an effort to reduce carbon emissions and help make the world an energy-sustainable place for 
the distant future. In order to include large scale renewables and other forms of disturbances 
without causing massive grid failure in the already congested transmission network, engineers 
have developed communication-aided means of protective relaying. These methods include 
Permissive Over-reaching Transfer Trip (POTT), Directional Current Blocking (DCB), 
Directional Current Un-Blocking (DCUB), Line Current Differential (LCD), adaptive relaying, 
and many other creative protection schemes. Adaptive relaying, the latest advancement in 
protection design, uses the same current and voltage measurements from instrument transformers 
as the traditional methods do, but the relay then performs real-time calculations and “adapts” to 
the changing situation on the line. These settings could be used in conjunction with other 
applications in order to more effectively protect equipment.  
These communication aided schemes allow lines to clear faults faster than traditional 
methods ever could. The additional operating time saved can prove to be very costly in a 
transmission system where large fault currents can be very damaging to equipment and could 
cause cascading failure or worse - a massive blackout. This thesis encompasses the basics of 
transmission line protective relaying as well as adaptive relaying protection principles and how 
they apply to transmission lines with large amounts of renewable energy penetration. In addition, 
an analysis of current and future renewable growth is included for the readers to appreciate the 
scope of this thesis. A model is used to represent a real-life scenario using Computer Aided 
 iv 
Protection Engineering (CAPE) software. The thesis contribution includes bridging the gap 
between the existing grid and future renewable energy needs with the technical feasibility of 
interconnecting these renewables with the power system. This thesis also contributes by 
providing a case study of a utility scale model of a dynamic power system with a long 
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1.1  Energy Sustainability, World Energy and Electricity Future 
As the world grows in population, higher demands of electricity are expected and utilities 
are being forced to find innovative solutions with generation. With new renewable portfolio 
standards (RPS) being enforced and carbon emission a huge global issue, renewable energy such 
as wind and solar power are on the forefront. The Rush Creek wind farm is slated to add nearly 
600 MW of installed capacity alone to the local Xcel Energy (Public Service Company of 
Colorado) system in early 2019. The world as a whole is making a push, with over 800 GW 
(almost 40%) of wind and solar generation additions (compared to a total of existing 2,200GW) 
between 2011 and 2017 as shown by Figure 1.1 [1]. With all of this wind and solar power being 
added, the transmission system is being forced to adapt to a more stringent requirement of power 
flow situation because of the intermittency of solar and PV. 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Total renewable power generation capacity [1] 
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1.2 Intermittent sources 
1.2.1    Wind Energy 
Renewable resources such as wind and solar are intermittent and non-dispatchable. The 
reason is because the wind is not always blowing and the sun is not always shining. These 
scenarios lead to highs and lows in terms of the amount of available generation. Figure 1.2 
displays a typical turbine power output in comparison to the wind speed [2]. Other factors such 
as tower height, tip speed ratio (TSR), and ground roughness coefficient can also play a large 
part in how much energy is produced from a turbine as well.  A comprehensive discussion on the 
advancement of wind power technology is beyond the scope of this thesis. Wind speed plays the 
largest role in how much power a wind farm can produce. Power density produced from a wind 
farm is directly proportional to the cube of the wind speed. It is for this reason that wind farms 
are generally constructed many miles away (with long transmission lines, hundreds of miles) 
from large cities or mountain ranges. Figure 1.3 shows the wind speed density for the United 
States and preferred locations for utility scale wind farms [3].  
 
 




Figure 1.3 Wind power densities at 80m from the surface [3].  
 
1.2.2    Onshore vs. Offshore Wind Energy 
Referencing back to Figure 1.3, the locations with the highest wind speed density are 
along the coast lines and in the United States. Cities generally aren’t a very feasible location for 
turbines because the buildings and other infrastructure impede the wind before it reaches the 
turbines. Oceans and other large open spaces of land provide little to no obstruction to wind 
patterns, which explains why wind speeds are so much higher offshore. As height increases 
above the earth’s surface, the wind velocity also increases proportionately. Floating offshore 
wind is capable of producing far more energy than turbines on land and has been tested and 
proven to be successful. Offshore wind has proven a capacity factor of 45% with onshore wind at 
41% or below for most part [4].  One major obstacle that offshore wind faces is power 
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transmission. Power transmission is difficult enough even on remote land-based farms, so 
pushing them out to sea complicates the process even more. Economically speaking, offshore 
wind costs approximately $6,454/kW (almost four times) in 2018 compared to $1,657/MWh for 
onshore wind technology [5]. These values do not include any tax incentives, but do include 
O&M costs. Overall, wind energy is becoming a critical component of our power system and 
will only increase in size in the near future. Land based wind is fairly well studied, and has been 
proven on an industrial and utility scale. Offshore wind energy on the other hand is still refining 
some technical aspects, but is definitely growing at a faster rate. Once more data becomes 
available and the resource becomes better proven, offshore wind energy has excellent potential to 
be relied on at the utility level.  
1.2.3    Solar PV Energy 
Similarly, solar energy resources also produce a variable and intermittent power while 
directed at different levels of solar irradiance. Figure 1.4 displays the common I-V (Current-
Voltage) characteristic for solar photovoltaics [6]. Each of the 5 colored lines represents a 
different solar irradiance level. As the solar irradiation level increases, the current output of the 
panels increases. Figure 1.5 shows the solar irradiance level for the United States [7]. With 
similar intuition as applied to the wind energy map, the highest solar irradiation levels are in the 
Southwestern US. It is for this reason that many of the largest solar farms are located in Southern 
Arizona, California, and New Mexico. At higher solar irradiation levels in these regions, more 
consistent power flow at higher output levels is attainable.  
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Figure 1.4 Typical I-V curves for general solar photovoltaic applications. [6] 
 
 




1.2.4    Solar PV vs. Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) 
 Solar power has become one of the fastest growing renewable energy options in the past 
five years with both solar photovoltaic and concentrated solar power options. Photovoltaic (PV) 
panels utilize silicon cells to transfer sunlight into a usable DC current source. These PV panels 
initially were not as feasible as other renewable sources due to high initial cost and low 
efficiency. Concentrated solar power (CSP) harnesses light in a different way by using mirrors 
and lenses to concentrate the sunlight into a focal point containing a liquid, which heats up[8]. 
This heat then produces steam in a steam generator fed through turbines which can produce 
electricity like in a conventional thermal power plant. As technology has evolved, we have seen 
the cost of solar PV drop to $2,004/kW while CSP costs $4,228/kW [5]. The efficiency of solar 
PV cells has remained fairly constant (and low) at a capacity factor of 29%, with CSP close at 
25%. These efficiency values contribute to much of the hesitation around installing large, utility 
scale solar systems like regions have been installing with wind energy. As the efficiency of solar 












HISTORY AND FUTURE OF RENEWABLE ENERGY 
2.1   Overview 
The annual electricity production of the United States over the past 10-12 years has 
remained fairly constant (slightly declining) at approximately 4,000 TWh while the population 
still grew by 5.7%, shown in Figure 2.1 [9]. The total installed generation capacity also grew 
from 986 GW to the present value of 1,086 GW [10]. Some of the reasons that annual energy 
production has maintained constant can be attributed to the advances in technology, minimizing 
waste, lowering usage, increases in cost of electricity and an increase in overall efficiency, even 
though population continues to slowly increase. The majority of power generation (see Figure 
2.2) today in the United States is still sourced by fossil fuels (coal and gas), which doesn’t sit 
well with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) [10]. It is important to note that this 
information is changing continuously and it is difficult to get any accurate picture.  
 
 




Figure 2.2 2017 US power generation broken up by source 
 
2.2 Energy in the United States  
With renewable portfolio standards being mandated in most states across the US, many 
other countries are also looking for new forms of power generation. Wind energy seems to be 
leading the way for the renewables sector, now followed by PV. As mentioned previously, 
offshore wind energy has become increasingly feasible, especially on the Northeast and West 
Coasts of the United States, where wind speeds are higher than most other parts of the country. 
As technology continues to advance and government subsidies increase, an increase in the 
construction of offshore wind energy is expected to continue for years to come.  
2.3  Wind Energy 
There is currently just over 90 GW of wind capacity installed in the United States, with 
steady growth over the past 10 years, as shown by Figure 2.3 [11]. Many engineers and 
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researchers are predicting these impressive increases in wind energy projects to continue for at 
least the next five to ten years. The US Department of Energy (DOE) has performed studies on 
the economic and feasible impacts with wind energy for the United States. The DOE 2017 Wind 
Vision Roadmap Update predicts over 110 GW of installed wind generation capacity by 2020, 
225 GW by 2030, and over 400 GW of total installed wind capacity by 2050 [12]. These 
projections include both land-based and offshore wind projects. The east coast of the United 
States is actually predicted to start the surge of offshore projects with approximately 10 GW of 
growth by 2020. Cumulative wind generation data for the past 5 years is shown in Figure 2.4. It 
is apparent that generation has picked up steadily and capacity factor has as well. Capacity factor 
plays a large role in how feasible a utility views certain forms of generation. As the capacity 








Figure 2.4 Total yearly wind (offshore and onshore) generation with capacity factor over the past 
5 years 
 
2.4  Solar PV 
 There is just over 58 GW of installed solar capacity currently in the United States, with a 
much more rapid growth trend as compared to wind energy over the past 10 years, shown in 
Figure 2.5 [9][10]. An important trend to note is the growth comparison between 2016-2017 and 
2017-2018. The growth was much more rapid in 2016 due to the federal Investment Tax Credit 
(ITC) expiring, so many utilities took great advantage while they still could. Unfortunately for 
the renewable sector, recent legislation has shown a massive increase in tariffs (30%) for PV 
material imports until the year 2021. The Solar Energy Industries Association (SEIA) is 
estimating that the current tariffs represent a $0.10/W increase in current module prices [13]. 
Fortunately, the rapid growth in solar energy is expected to return by the year 2019 as the 
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industry adapts to the new tariffs and tax laws. By 2021 it is estimated that the total US solar 
generating capacity will surpass 100GW and nearly 125GW by 2023 [13].  
 
 
Figure 2.5 Solar energy (PV+CSP) installed capacity over the past ten years in the United States 
 
 Cumulative generation output for PV and CSP over the past five years is included in 
Figures 2.6 and 2.7 cross-referenced with the capacity factor [4][9][10]. Capacity factor data for 
both forms of solar generation only became available starting in 2014. Similar to wind energy, 
solar generation has seen a steady increase in overall generation. Capacity factor has not seen the 
same growth as generation, though. It is notable that both forms of solar generation have 
capacity factors about 20% less than wind energy. This is one of the main reasons why the 
cumulative generation for solar PV and CSP are much less than wind energy, as compared to 
Figure 2.4. The total installed capacity of solar (PV + CSP) is about two thirds the capacity of 
wind energy, ~60GW vs ~90GW. This proves that there is not a lack of installed generation, but 
that the actual technology of solar generation is less effective than wind energy currently.  
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Figure 2.6 Total yearly CSP generation with capacity factor over the past 5 years 
 
 
Figure 2.7 Total yearly solar PV generation with capacity factor over the past 5 years 
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2.5 Renewable Energy Portfolio Standards 
Other key factors in promoting large-scale renewable energies are the renewable portfolio 
standards (RPS) put out by state and local governments. These standards are regulatory mandates 
to increase production of energy from renewable sources such as wind, solar, and other 
alternatives to traditional fossil fuels. Twenty nine states have a renewable portfolio standard, 
with another 8 states that have set state level goals. Most renewable projects are supplied with 
federal tax credits or some other form of incentives in order to meet capital requirements. 
According to the annual status report from 2017, over half of renewable energy installations 
since 2000 have been a result of the Renewable Portfolio Standards [14]. Most renewable 
standards have varying time durations to allow for long term contracting and financing.  
Many renewable standards are set for the years 2020, 2025 or beyond. Requirements for 
each state vary between 8.5% - 100% of total electricity generation to be provided by renewable 
energy. Figure 2.8 displays a country map that lays out the mandatory and voluntary renewable 
portfolio standard policies for each state in the United States [14]. It is important to note that this 
map is changing yearly. It is interesting to note that much of Southeastern United States does not 
have any RPS in place, voluntary or mandatory. This is possibly linked to the previous energy 
density maps referenced in Figures 1.3 and 1.5. The weather and land profile conditions in those 
states are not ideal for either wind or solar. This relates to another point that the RPS outlines. It 
is apparent that there is no “one size fits all” approach when it comes to renewable standards, but 
all states are working together in order to make an impact on the amount of renewables that are 




Figure 2.8 Renewable portfolio standard policies according to each state [14] 
 
 Figure 2.8 seems to be changing day to day. For example, California has increased their 
RPS commitment to 60% renewable by 2030 with the hope of 100% renewable by 2040 [15]. 
This bill was signed into effect in September of 2018. Many state requirements have already 
been met as well, with no sign of slowing. Texas has surpassed their requirement by almost 
double, and continues to install renewables such as wind at impressive rates. Other states actually 
include standards for the major operating utility as well, such as in Minnesota. The major utility 
there, Xcel Energy, has committed to 31.5% renewable generation by 2020. The idea behind 
each state requirement is that the state would be able to use whatever resources are available to 
them to their advantage. Just as it doesn’t make sense to install solar panels in Maine 
(referencing to Figure 1.5), there won’t be any offshore wind installations in Idaho either 





HISTORY OF TRANSMISSION LINE PROTECTION 
3.1   Protection Overview 
Effective protective relaying practices in the transmission system are a large contributor 
to creating reliability in the electric power grid. While the protective relays and communication 
schemes in protection have made advancements in recent years, the basic concepts remain the 
same. As mentioned before, instrument (current and potential) transformers step down the real-
time current and voltage of the transmission system to a safe level that can be used by relays. 
These measurements are input to protective relays, which then use the measurements to 
determine if a fault or any other abnormal condition has occurred on the system. If a fault is 
present, the relay reacts by operating the appropriate interrupting devices to isolate the fault. 
These operations are incredibly important because a stable transmission system provides a 
backbone for the rest of the grid. If faults are not cleared appropriately, power flow and power 
quality on the rest of the system can be severely impacted. 
Due to the importance of protection, it must be ensured that no section of the grid is 
unprotected. “Zones of Protection” is a concept used to visualize how various protection schemes 
can be applied. A “zone” is a region around a piece of electrical equipment that is protected by 
some form of protection scheme. The purpose of the scheme is to recognize faults within its zone 
and operate interrupting devices to de-energize the zone to isolate the fault. Additionally, the 
protection scheme should not operate for faults outside of the zone. However, some protection 
schemes can operate on a time delay as a means of backup for neighboring zones. As mentioned 
before, it is critical that all parts of the grid are covered by a zone. This is why all zones are 
engineered to overlap with neighboring zones. It is beneficial to minimize the overlapping area 
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because a fault in the overlap will cause both zones to operate. While this concept is fairly 
simple, it is important to keep in mind that the primary function of a protection scheme is limited 
to its assigned zone. 
Typically, the zones are defined by the placement of instrument transformers used in the 
protection scheme. Depending on the bus configuration at each terminal, transmission lines are 
protected by either one or two breakers. These breakers have current transformers built into the 
base of the bushings on either side of the breaker. In order to overlap with neighboring zones, the 
local line relays will be set to certain thresholds with respect to fault currents and line 
impedance. Larger zones are generally set with time delays to ensure the local zone does not 
operate the local breaker before the remote zone has a chance to react. Figure 3.1 displays typical 
zones of protection for various equipment [16]. Again, all of the zones must overlap with one 
another in order to provide redundancy of protection on the system.  
 
 
Figure 3.1 Zones of protection diagram [16] 
 
As mentioned previously, the hardware used for protection has changed and improved 
greatly over the past 60 years, shown in Figure 3.2 below [17]. Initially there were only a couple 
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different protection methods such as instantaneous and time overcurrent elements. These styles 
relays generally required mechanisms to move in order to operate. The methods of using 
electromechanical relays have since evolved to include step distance elements as well as current 
differential schemes using microprocessor (digital) relays. Solid state relays made a brief 
appearance in the power industry, but were quickly phased out by the better technology in 
microprocessor (digital) relays. Each set of hardware can be used for different purposes, but 
many require specific equipment or setups to be applied. Some utilities prefer certain schemes 
over others based on many different aspects such as physical condition of their system or the 
existing surrounding protection schemes. Some of the different types of protection schemes are 
listed the consequent sections.  
 
 
Figure 3.2 Timeline of Protective Relays [17] 
  
3.2   Overcurrent Protection (ANSI NO. 50/51) 
Inverse Time Overcurrent (TOC) is the simplest of all protection schemes. The theory 
behind this type of protection is fairly straightforward. When the line current exceeds a set 
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threshold, the appropriate breakers will operate and isolate the equipment. The relay generally 
only needs a current measurement; communication means are not needed, so this device can 
operate independently. There are two main types of overcurrent protection devices: instantaneous 
(Device No. 50) and inverse time delayed (Device No. 51). Time delayed schemes are used to 
coordinate relays in a local zone of protection. As mentioned above, the zones of protection can 
be determined through coordination of multiple inverse time delayed relays such as a 
transformer, distribution feeder, bus, or transmission line. A time delayed zone will operate on 
the basis that as current on the line increases, the shorter the delay will be. If the current is still in 
the pickup range but not very high, the time delay will be much longer. This application is shown 
below in Figure 3.3, with the y-axis denoted by the operating time in cycles and the x-axis 




Figure 3.3 Inverse time overcurrent curve 
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The instantaneous curve will operate at very high fault conditions with no time delay at 
all, hence called instantaneous. In Figure 3.3, this instantaneous element is set to 3000 A along 
the x-axis. Any faults at or beyond this limit will cause the local breaker/isolation device to 
operate. The time overcurrent element denoted in red of Figure 3.3 is an inverse curve that will 
operate quickly for faults that approach the 3000 A instantaneous limit. For higher impedance 
faults or faults further away from the instrumentation, the operating delay will increase. For 
example, a 400 A fault would have a 100 cycle delay before the relay operated the breaker. 
While these simple schemes are not normally seen as primary protections schemes for 
transmission lines any more, they are almost always used as a backup to either step distance or 
piloted protection. 
3.3   Line Current Differential (ANSI No. 87) 
Differential protection schemes are based on the idea that under normal operation, the 
current injected into the line should be equal the current leaving the other end. When a fault 
occurs, the current has an alternate path either to ground or through another phase, thus creating 
inequality in the two current measurements. The relays at each terminal of the line only need 
current measurements for this scheme. The current measurements at the local terminal are 
compared against all three phases to ensure proper balance. The one drawback of a differential 
application is that fiber communication is almost always required when applying this scheme. If 
an imbalance is read at one terminal, it must signal immediately to the remote end to operate the 
remote breaker(s). Figure 3.4 outlines a traditional current differential application. The restraint 
coils imitate the normal operating current that would be seen by the relay. If any imbalance is 
picked up, the current would be seen in what is shown as the operating coil. Today’s 
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microprocessor relays don’t have physical “coils” that older electromechanical had, but instead 
operate on the same premise internally.  
 
 
Figure 3.4 Line current differential application 
 
Previous methods of protecting transmission lines were previously discussed, but only 
some of the applications would effectively protect a transmission line that includes a large, 
intermittent resource connected mid-line or at either end. One such method is the 
communication-aided line current differential (LCD) scheme (87). This means of protection is 
generally all-inclusive and requires the most amount of initial capital and infrastructure. As 
mentioned before, this application requires a very robust fiber-optic network and advanced 
communications hardware.  
A current differential scheme does work quite well with an intermittent source connected 
because that methodology does utilize real-time data from the transmission line to make 
decisions on breaker operations. A differential scheme simply looks at Kirchhoff’s Current Law 
for the line or other application and if the current threshold for the difference across the line 
neutral is met, breaker operations can be made in approximately three to four cycles (or 
sometimes less). This kind of reliable speed makes a current differential scheme very attractive 
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to power utilities everywhere. Almost all transmission lines connected to large scale renewables 
will utilize a LCD scheme for at least one form of protection.  
3.4   Step Distance (ANSI No. 21) 
Step distance relaying is used primarily on transmission lines. Both voltage and current 
measurements are the inputs to the relay and compared to the engineered impedance calculation. 
Under bolted fault conditions, the voltage drops and current increases greatly. The measured 
impedance indicates the distance from the instrument transformer locations (bus) and the fault, 
which allows for the zones of protection to be uniquely distinguished. The distance element can 
operate independently, with various time delays for zones beyond the line. This causes it to act as 
a backup for other zones, as described above in the zones of protection. Figure 3.5 displays a 
traditional step distance zone for a transmission line application. The important aspect to note is 




Figure 3.5 Step Distance protection (Two-Zones) application of a transmission line (Mho Circle) 
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The transmission line physical parameters are input directly into the relay and the 
calculated settings are then set based on the transmission data. As shown in Figure 3.5, the red 
and green circular zones match the same angle of the black transmission line shown through the 
middle. This feature allows the step distance zone to cover all different types of line 
configurations. The traditional mho protection circle can also be shifted along the impedance of 
the transmission line it is protecting. This is commonly referred to as an offset mho protection. 
This allows the protection to better cover for varying types of faults such as close-in or line-end 
faults. 
Transmission line step distance zones are usually set up with at least three zones. The 
Zone 1 element of a line relay is normally set to 70-80% of the line impedance with no time 
delay [19]. It is set short of the full length of the line because the remote terminals should be 
given time to operate before the local relay does. Typical utility Zone 2 reach is approximately 
120% of the line impedance and operates with a 20 cycle time delay [19]. The Zone 3 reach is 
approximately 200% of the line impedance (or whichever reach covers the longest attached line) 
and operates with a 120 cycle time delay [19]. The Zone 3 reach can also depend on other factors 
like power swing and stability, and is beyond the scope of this thesis. It is important to notice 
that the Zone 2 element does not overreach beyond the remote Zone 1 element in the forward 
direction. This theory can be applied to most other forms of protection as well such as 
transformers, buses, and capacitor banks/reactors. 
3.5       Quadrilateral Protection Applications 
In order to better deal with ground faults on the transmission system, engineers have also 
adopted the use of quadrilateral step distance protection. Quadrilateral protection requires the use 
of not only directional elements and reactance elements, but also resistance element calculations 
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that create “blinders” for resistive fault conditions [20]. Quadrilateral zones are not set up in the 
same way as traditional circular step distance zones, but are set up in a quadrilateral “area” that 
allows the relays to better detect and protect against ground faults. The resistance blinders allow 
the relay to pick up for highly resistive faults present on the transmission system. This 
improvement in ground fault coverage can be used in conjunction, but not as a primary means of 
protection in order to improve overall coverage.  
Figure 3.6 below displays a standard quadrilateral zone [20]. The x-axis and y-axis are 
resistance and reactance, respectively. The overall reactive impedance reach of the zone is 
denoted as “X”. The additional coverage supplied for fault resistances is “Rright” while “Rleft” 
limits the coverage for reverse flowing load [20]. These additional coverages are important 
because the relay should never operate for faults in the reverse direction.  The “Zset” and “Rset” 
elements correspond to the line impedance and total resistive offset, respectively [20]. All these 




Figure 3.6 Quadrilateral protection zone application 
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3.6  System Conditions 
In addition to the different protection techniques that can be applied with most new 
microprocessor relays, different system conditions must also be taken into account. Some of 
these conditions include dynamic line loading, emergency loading and continuous current 
loading. The relays have to take these scenarios into account because each scenario poses a 
distinct challenge to the protection of power system equipment. Dynamic line loading can impact 
relaying when currents are fluctuating due to changes in generation. Weather impacts can also 
increase and decrease line current load ability [21]. In addition, emergency loading can increase 
the line current by over 125% of the rated line ampacity for short periods of time. Utilities utilize 
this emergency ability when they are forced into an outage or need to supply additional power 
for a short period of time. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to explore the additional complex 
system scenarios, but engineers should always take system scenarios into account when 
considering different protection schemes.   
Serious overreach problems are also experienced by standard protective elements because 
of power flow and fault resistance, !! [20]. Mentioned previously, it is well known that 
intermittent sources produce power flows that can vary greatly. The relays looking into the 
connected transmission line with the varying load flow can unintentionally reach far beyond 
what they were intended to but could also look much shorter as well, in intermittent conditions. 
The primary issue with over and under reaching is the potential for mis-coordination or mis-
operation. If the terminal(s) furthest the fault operates too quickly, customers and anything else 
connected intermediately will lose service until the fault is cleared and the line is put back into 
service. If the correct terminal operates instead, those intermediate customers wouldn’t see a loss 
of power.  
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In addition to potential issues with power flow, when fault resistance (!!) is very high, 
the fault will appear to be further out in the zone than it actually is. Many single-line-to-ground 
faults are a cause of either a downed conductor, a tree that made contact with a conductor, or 
other forms of impedance to ground fault. These forms of fault impedance are almost always 
purely resistive in nature and nearly 70% of all faults on the transmission system are single-line-
to-ground [16]. By providing a larger margin with a quadrilateral zone compared to a mho circle, 
any potential mis-operation can be better avoided since the resistance blinders allow for better 
coverage. It is because of these blinders that the characteristics of a quadrilateral zone are much 
better suited for high impedance faults. In the case of a long transmission line, the risks involved 
with high fault impedance aren’t quite as large as compared to a shorter line since the impedance 
of the line is much larger. The versatility of quadrilateral protection supports the reasoning for 
use of a quadrilateral zone for a transmission line with a large wind farm interconnected. 
3.7   Other Protection Methods 
 In addition to the protection techniques and considerations listed above, there are other 
forms of protection and control relays available. These other forms of protection include but are 
not limited to: out of step protection (ANSI 78), under/over voltage protection (ANSI 27/59), 
frequency protection (ANSI 81), ground/neutral directional overcurrent (ANSI 67G/67N), and 
reclosing (ANSI 79). These other techniques are commonly used on the power system but are 





COMMUNICATION AIDED SCHEMES 
4.1 Communications Overview 
To achieve faster breaker operations and shorter durations of faults, communication-
aided protection has been implemented in the power system. These protection schemes require 
some form of communication channel between relays and the type of communication differs 
depending on the scheme applied. There are four primary communication media types used with 
protection schemes: Fiber, Radio Networks, Microwave, and Power Line Carrier (PLC). Each of 
the methods has benefits & drawbacks including cost, applicability, and ease of installation. The 
sections below outline each form of communication media. 
4.1.1    Fiber 
Fiber network communications has become the go-to standard for most utilities since the 
advancement of overhead shield wires that include fiber in the center of the cable. This overhead 
wire is commonly referred to as optical ground wire (OPGW). This is important because fiber 
networks are not affected by electrical interference such as ground potential rise, electromagnetic 
interference, and radio frequency interference [22]. Fiber communication can be applied using a 
direct fiber line or can be multiplexed with time division or through means of ethernet packet-
based technology. A direct fiber connection generally provides the lowest latency, highest 
reliability, and highest security in comparison to all other communication media types [22]. The 
primary disadvantage lies in the fact that a pair of dedicated fiber lines must be routed between 
the associated relays for every line segment included in the protection scheme. This proves to be 
quite costly when trying to use this technology on a system wide basis. Most utilities seem to be 
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making the push for fiber networks as often as they can though, for new projects and system 
upgrade projects.  
4.1.2    Power Line Carrier (PLC) 
Power Line Carrier systems are one of the easiest and cheapest methods of performing 
communications between two remote substations. The transmission line itself is the 
communication media in a PLC application, with the signals being operated well above the 
nominal 50/60Hz power frequency, in the 30-500 kHz range [22]. By operating in the kHz range, 
this prevents the communication signals from being distorted by the power signal itself. A line 
tuning unit (LTU) and coupling capacitor at one end couples the signals to the power line and 
transmits the signals to the opposite end.  
A line frequency trap (Line Trap) at the remote terminal de-couples the communication 
from the power line and interprets the signal for use in the Programmable Logic Controller 
(PLC), as shown in Figure 4.1 on the page below [22]. The coupling capacitor is designed such 
that it will provide a low impedance path for the higher frequency spectrum and conversely a 
high impedance path for the lower power frequency. This functionality allows the main 60Hz 
power to be transferred uninterrupted. One main disadvantage to a PLC application is the loss of 
effectiveness in a downed conductor or direct lightning strike scenario. It is for this reason that 
PLC cannot be used in a differential or permissive overreaching transfer trip (POTT) scheme.  
4.1.3    Radio 
Radio networks are another common means for providing communication between two 
substations. Transmitters and receivers at both ends of a transmission line communicate with one 
another by sending signals to a satellite in the area. Radio networks are generally more cost 
effective in comparison to a fiber optic application, but many other factors must also be 
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considered when applying a radio network such as interference, jamming, and eavesdropping 
[22]. These factors can have a large impact on the effectiveness of the radio network. Radio 
networks do, although provide very similar effectiveness as the fiber networks do. Radio 
networks are capable of performing all types of communication aided protection schemes except 
for line current differential. One advantage to radio networks is that there is no physical 
connection to the conductor itself or to the transmission towers. This isolation of hardware 




Figure 4.1 Typical application of a power line carrier communication [22] 
 
4.1.4    Microwave 
Microwave networks are similar to radio networks in that they are not directly connected 
to the conductor or towers. Microwave communication generally requires transmitters on either 
end to communicate in the 150 MHz to 20 GHz range [23]. These applications are usually 
cheaper than fiber connections, but are limited to line of sight between the two stations. For a 
long line application, microwave would therefore not be the best choice. Microwave 
communication does offer somewhat better security in comparison to radio networks. This could 
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be a determining factor between which communication media the utility wants to use. One 
primary disadvantage with microwave is the impact that atmosphere and weather conditions can 
have on attenuation and distortion [23].  
4.1.5    Communication Media Summary 
 As mentioned above, there are four primary mediums used with protection schemes. 
Fiber is the most expensive option, but supplies the greatest speed and dependability. Radio and 
microwave networks are existing solutions and are still an effective means of protecting 
transmission lines that do not require a fiber connection. Power line carrier (PLC) is the fourth 
option for utility companies and is likely the most commonly used option that doesn’t require 
fiber [22]. Table 4.1 below outlines each of the media types with their respective advantages and 
disadvantages. The use of these communication schemes has allowed the power system to 
become faster, more intelligent, and more reliable.  
 






















4.2 Communication Protection Schemes 
Once the proper media is established, the communication aided protection scheme can be 
applied using most modern line relays. Based on the application, a communication assisted 
scheme will generally be applied as either a “secure” or “dependable” protection means [24]. A 
secure scheme is one that is primarily focused on only operating breakers when it needs to and 
preventing operation when it shouldn’t. There are usually multiple checks that are made in a 
secure scheme before the communication path is used to send the tripping signal to the breaker or 
interrupting device(s) [24]. A dependable scheme is focused on clearing faults as quickly as 
possible. This philosophy could potentially have some negative side effects such as over tripping 
or mis-operation, but provides absolute clearing of faults on the transmission system. The 
communication path is not directly used for the tripping of breakers in a dependable scheme, 
only to block breaker operation [24].  
4.2.1    Directional Comparison Blocking (DCB) 
A DCB scheme applies the theory that a reverse looking (generally Zone 3) element will 
send a “block” signal if a fault is detected in the reverse direction of the local terminal. This 
blocking signal prevents the remote relay from tripping on an external fault. If the remote relay 
sees a fault in Zone 2 and does not receive a blocking signal within a small window of time 
(coordinating time delay), the breaker will operate [25]. If the remote relay does receive a block 
signal from the local relay within the delay under a Zone 2 pickup, the relay will not operate the 
remote breaker. This scheme can generally bring the operation of breakers and isolation of fault 
down to ~6 cycles. Compared to a traditional Zone 2 time delay, this isolation of the fault is 
approximately 10-14 cycles faster. A DCB scheme is generally considered to be a dependable 
scheme as the pilot channel is not needed for tripping, only for sending the block signal.  
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An advantage of the DCB scheme is that it can utilize fiber, radio, or power line carrier as 
its medium for communication. This makes DCB an excellent candidate for transmission lines 
that do not already have an existing communication scheme implemented. However, if the 
channel were to fail there would be a great risk of over tripping. It is for this reason that many 
utilities use master/slave units that “key” the local transmitter for pulses with the remote receiver 
to validate the channel [22]. These tests are usually performed daily, as to ensure the proper 
operation of the channel. Figure 4.2 displays an application of DCB on a transmission line [26]. 
Relays at each end of the line communicate with each other using the transmit (TX1 and TX2) 
and receive (RX1 and RX2) elements. Internal faults are picked up using the zone 1 and zone 2 
elements (21 Z1 and 21 Z2) and external faults using zone 3 (21 Z3). If the reverse looking Z3 
element does not pick up and transmit a blocking signal to the relay, the relay will operate using 
the short time delay. If a blocking signal is assessed, the relay will revert to a long time delay to 
allow other proper relaying to operate for the fault in the reverse direction before it makes an 
attempt to open the breaker.  
 
 
Figure 4.2 Directional comparison blocking application [26] 
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4.2.2    Permissive Overreaching Transfer Trip (POTT) 
The POTT scheme uses transmitters and receivers just as the DCB scheme does, but uses 
the Zone 2 element at each end to confirm directionality before tripping. The Zone 3 element is 
still used for fault detection in the reverse direction, but doesn’t transmit a signal to the remote 
terminal. Instead, the Zone 3 element only prevents the local terminal from transmitting a 
“permissive” signal to the remote terminal. This functionality ensures that the relay will only 
operate in the forward direction. POTT schemes do require a fiber or radio network path for 
communications, as a PLC medium does not provide the required functionality in the event of a 
downed conductor. This requirement causes the overall cost of a POTT application to be higher 
as well, as mentioned above in the communication media section. A POTT scheme is considered 
as more of a “secure” scheme because the communication path is used for operating only the 
breakers on either end of a transmission line.  
When a fault occurs internally on a transmission line with a POTT application, one of the 
relay terminals will pick up and operate instantaneously under the zone 1 condition. Figure 4.3 
below outlines the typical application of a POTT scheme on a transmission line [26]. The relay 
will also “key” - or transmit – (TX1 or TX2) a permissive signal to the remote terminal any time 
a fault is picked up in the forward direction under a zone 2 (21 Z2P) condition. The 20 cycle 
timer for the standard step distance zone 2 is started as well. If the remote relays pick up for the 
fault in the forward direction under the Z2P condition while also receiving (RX1 or RX2) the 
permissive key signal from the other end, the breaker at the remote end will also operate [25]. 
This functionality allows the relays to isolate a fault much faster on a transmission line than the 
traditional zone 2 time delay (20 cycles) would otherwise do, while also requiring a much more 
secure identification of faults. In the event that the remote terminal relay does not pick up for a 
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fault in the forward direction but still receives a zone 2 transmit, the fault is likely located behind 
the remote terminal. The remote terminal will therefore not operate by means of communication 
(TX/RX). By requiring both terminals to confirm the forward directionality, the line is protected 
more securely.  
 
  
Figure 4.3 Permissive overreaching transfer trip application [26] 
  
4.2.3    Directional Comparison Un-Blocking (DCUB) 
A DCUB scheme is operated very similarly to the POTT scheme with the exception that 
the DCUB scheme is enabled to trip during a communication failure [22]. These failures 
generally occur due to noise present on the channel as a result of a fault or lightning strike. The 
functionality of a DCUB scheme is to constantly send a guard signal until a fault or disturbance 
interrupts the signal. A DCUB scheme allows the relays to “unblock” the guard signal that is 
being sent on a consistent basis. This window of time for unblocking generally lasts 
approximately 9-10 cycles, where the relays then operate essentially as a POTT scheme as 
described above [22]. Figure 4.4 defines a standard setup of a DCUB setup using either fiber or 
radio communication means [26]. As shown by the bright green lines, the guard signal is 
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constantly transmitted and received (RX3, TX3, RX4, TX4) between the two terminals. If a 
conductor falls or the communication medium is lost, the guard signal will be interrupted. So 
long as the fault is detected in the forward direction, the relays will then operate similarly to the 
POTT scheme described above.  
 
  
Figure 4.4 Directional Comparison Un-Blocking Application [26] 
  
4.2.4    Permissive Under-Reaching Transfer Trip (PUTT) 
The PUTT scheme is also operated very closely to the POTT scheme but instead of using 
the Zone 2 element to transmit a permissive key to the remote end, it uses the Zone 1 element 
[22]. This prevents the permissive element from being sent by any overlooking zones beyond the 
remote bus. Overreaching scenarios are ones that can cause utilities to operate outside the bounds 
set by regulating authorities. If the utility over-trips customers’ power downstream causing major 
outages, it could lead to heavy fines for the utility. Figure 4.5 defines a traditional PUTT setup 
using under reaching elements only [26]. Similar to POTT, the relay will “key” - or transmit – 
(TX1 or TX2) a permissive signal to the remote terminal any time a fault is picked up in the 
forward direction. With a PUTT scheme, this only occurs when the fault is picked up in one of 
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the zone 1 (Z1P) elements at either terminal of the line. The 20 cycle timer for the standard step 
distance zone 2 is started as well, but not included in any of the communication assisted logic. If 
the remote relays pick up for the fault in the forward direction under the Z2P condition while 
also receiving (RX1 or RX2) the permissive key signal from the other end, the breaker at the 
remote end will also operate [22]. This methodology is nearly identical to POTT, the transmit 
signal is just activated by a pickup in zone 1 only instead of zone 2.  
 
  
Figure 4.5 Permissive under reaching transfer trip application [26] 
  
4.2.5    Direct Transfer Trip (DTT) 
The Direct Transfer Trip (DTT) scheme is one that is not used directly for line protection, 
but is worth noting for its equipment isolation abilities. DTT schemes are applied mostly for 
breaker failure scenarios or in transformer applications that do not have local breakers for fault 
interruption. DTT operates exactly as it sounds, with a transfer trip signal being sent from one 
relay to another in an effort to isolate a fault. The DTT scheme can operate all breakers in the 
LZOP that are necessary to clear a more complicated fault or a fault possibly not seen by all 
relays. This method of protection is seen quite frequently for bus faults and transformer faults. 
On occasion, DTT is also used in conjunction with a POTT or DCB scheme on a transmission 
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line. The setup is simple, as outlined in Figure 4.6 [22]. The example in this figure displays a 
differential element (87) as the means for activating the DTT scheme, but DTT can be used for 
other schemes as well. A receiver is positioned at either end of the line/equipment and 
communicates with the relays to isolate the proper equipment when a DTT signal is received 
from the communication scheme. 
 
  
Figure 4.6 Direct transfer trip application [22] 
 
4.3       Summary of Transmission Protection 
The main objective of transmission line protective relaying is to identify fault conditions 
and operate the appropriate breakers or interrupting devices as fast as possible. To create a design, 
there must be a balance between the line characteristics, environment, desired protection 
characteristics, schedule, budget, and many other factors. The table below provides a simplified 
but useful way to visualize how the various considerations can be balanced when deciding which 
protection scheme to implement. It is important to note that most of the communication aided 
schemes can be considered both secure and dependable. From a high level view they may have 
been deemed one more than the other, though. It is important for protection schemes to be well 
designed and properly implemented. While transmission line protection is only one aspect of 
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system protection, reliability of the system as a whole would be useless without it. Chapter 5 will 
further address some of the advancements that have been made in the industry. 
 















PHILOSOPHY AND METHODOLOGY OF ADVANCED TRANSMISSION LINE 
PROTECTION 
5.1 Advances in Transmission Protection 
 Due to the wide range of disturbances including faults and operational requirements that 
occur on the power system on a continuous basis, it is essential that the protection is adequate for 
all possible scenarios. Short circuits pose the largest threat to the power system, considering the 
type of damage they can cause to equipment as well as severity of potential injury to 
customers/workers. In order to better protect against faults and other disturbances, protection 
engineers developed schemes what are known as adaptive protective relaying. Adaptive 
protection allows the system to make adjustments to the protection coverage based upon varying 
power conditions. These changes can make the coverage more effective with respect to all real-
time conditions that could be present on the system. 
5.1.1    Adaptive Differential Protection 
 One of the simplest forms of adaptive protection on the system today is in the form of 
differential protection. As mentioned earlier, a differential relay measures the current coming 
into the protected zone or a piece of equipment and compares it to the current going out. If a 
reasonable difference is detected between the two measurements, the relay will operate the 
appropriate breakers. The equipment commonly protected by a differential includes a substation 
bus, transformer, capacitor bank, or transmission line. The adaptability of the differential relay 
pertains to the amount of operating current (corresponding to the input and output difference) 
seen by the relay. An adaptive dual differential slope element provides high sensitivity under low 
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short circuit current conditions and lower sensitivity under high short circuit conditions [27]. A 
dual slope differential curve is shown in Figure 5.1 below.  
 
 
Figure 5.1 Dual slope differential applications [27] 
 
As shown in the figure above, there are two separate slopes applied: typically one at 25% 
(lower range) and the other at 75% (higher range). Each slope is a ratio of the operating to 
restraining currents. If the operating current seen by the relay is higher than the active slope line, 
the relay will operate the appropriate breakers in an attempt to isolate the fault. The 25% slope is 
the less sensitive curve and therefore requires less operate current in order to trip the breakers. 
This operating region is denoted by the red section of Figure 5.1. The lower percentage slopes 
are generally applied for the higher internal fault scenarios. This also allows for better protection 
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against CT saturation [27]. In the event of an external fault, the relay will adapt to the higher 
slope percentage, as shown in Figure 5.1 as the 75% blue line. This operating region is denoted 
by the blue section of Figure 5.1 above. By adapting to a higher slope with increased sensitivity, 
the differential relay will only operate if the current increases greatly in the event the external 
fault turns into an internal fault. A protection engineer doesn’t want the relay to trip beyond the 
differential’s zone of protection in the event of an external fault. This adaptability allows for the 
better protection and isolation of faults internal to the zone as well as proper protection against 
possible mis-operations of faults outside of the zone.  
5.1.2    Adaptive Transmission Line Relaying 
One method of protecting transmission lines under nearly all system conditions and 
scenarios is adaptive transmission protection. This method requires a computer to be constantly 
analyzing the input from the current transformers on the line. Using this information, the 
computer can then analyze the state of the system (such as the output of any connected 
intermittent sources) and determine if new settings are necessary [28]. Adaptive transmission 
protection does not wait until the original stable system conditions return, but instead implements 
and communicates the new settings to provide coverage for the present system condition. A 
dedicated communication medium between the equipment at all interconnected busses would be 
required in order to apply this method. The means of testing and applying adaptive protection 
techniques are not standardized and very few utilities have applied the technique. The two 
different adaptive transmission protection methods that have been studied are settings group 
changes and live computer adaptations. 
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5.1.2.1    Settings Group Changes 
The first method, settings group changes, is an application that requires the settings 
engineer to create multiple different settings groups within one individual relay. Most new 
models of line relays can have up to six different settings groups, each with their own 
independent settings for possible overcurrent, step distance, quadrilateral, and other forms of 
applications. In order to change settings groups quickly, the communication between all 
interconnected busses must be secure as well as fast. Ideally, the settings should be staggered in a 
manner that allows the line to be sufficiently protected when any intermittent source is producing 
at full capacity as well as when the source is producing very little to no power [29]. This allows 
the settings to transition smoothly under variable system conditions. The details of the 
communication equipment and protocols necessary to perform these adaptive changes are 
beyond the scope of this thesis. 
5.1.2.2    Active Adaptive Protective Relaying 
The second method of applying adaptive protective relaying is not as straightforward and 
requires additional equipment beyond a traditional transmission line protective relaying 
application. Similar to the other method, this method requires a computer to be constantly 
analyzing the output from the attached intermittent source and then another computer calculating 
and applying new settings for the line relays [29]. The main difference is that this method applies 
the newly calculated settings as quickly as possible and does not wait until stable system 
conditions. A dedicated communication medium between the location of the relaying and the 
power converter equipment at the collector bus output from the intermittent source is required 
[30]. The security from a system standpoint can be improved using this technique as well as an 
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increase in reliability in the relays. For the purposes of this thesis, this method shall be 
considered “active adaptive protective relaying.” 
5.1.3   Utility Applications 
The use of adaptive protection settings is an application that few utilities have applied. 
One of the main reasons utility engineers have not yet applied adaptive settings is because the 
added complexity and cost does not outweigh the added benefit. As the cost decreases and 
systems are built with more robust communication means, it is possible that utilities may opt to 
apply new techniques such as adaptive protection [30]. There may be multiple methods of 
performing standard line protection applications, but with the ever-changing grid, it is becoming 
less straightforward than it used to be. It is not public knowledge to know which utilities have 
applied adaptive techniques to this point, but with the introduction of smart grids in the future 
there will likely be a broader acceptance of the technique.  
A recent adaptive protection scheme used a similar structure containing four elements: 
hardware, communication and control, software, and human factors [28]. Figure 5.2 below 
displays the block diagram of the process. The man-machine interactive module gathered all 
necessary information pertaining to the protected equipment. The selectivity and sensitivity 
module determines whether or not the current protection scheme is adequate and passes the 
information to the calculation module [28]. If changes are needed, the setting and calculation 
module verified the new changes with the SCADA system. The current and voltage calculating 
module serves as the power flow program for the protected equipment and is constantly 
communicating with the SCADA system. The protection module determines whether or not the 
new settings meet the requirements for the tripping conditions and communicates with the man-
machine interactive module about real-time line details [28].  
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Figure 5.2 Block diagram of adaptive protection [28] 
 
Another case study for adaptive protection was applied for a simple overcurrent relay. An 
adaptive methodology was applied to the IEEE 30 bus system using the inverse time 
characteristic at each end of a transmission line [31]. The relays at each end gathered data from 
instrumentation and provided these measurements to the station computer. The SCADA 
(supervisory control and data acquisition) system monitored breakers and isolators and conveyed 
this information at certain increments of time [31]. So long as the breakers were in normal 
operating position, the load flow and fault analysis programs determined if a new solution was 
required [28]. Once the new settings were calculated, they were sent to their respective relays. 
This process was restarted from the beginning each time the SCADA system picked up a change 
in either the power flow or breakers/isolation devices. The results for the application of this 
adaptive technique showed improved coordination for all cases with zero mis-coordinations [31]. 
This study proved that it is feasible to use adaptive methods for inverse time overcurrent 
elements.   
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CHAPTER 6 
SET UP WORKING MODEL DESIGN 
6.1 IEEE Standardized 118-bus Model 
In order to properly analyze the effects of adaptive settings group changes, a working 
power system model is utilized. IEEE has put together multiple working bus system models, 
available for use with multiple software programs. The 118 bus working model standardized by 
IEEE replicates a portion of a large utility in the Eastern United States, American Electric Power 
(AEP) [32]. This model is used and modified to include a new generation source as well as a new 
345kV transmission line that connected to the rest of the system. This IEEE 118 bus system 
model is chosen because it is a robust system that could easily include the 345kV line as well as 
the new renewable generation source. Many assumptions are made about this model in order to 
use it for further analysis: 
 
• This system is assumed to be solidly grounded 
• Loads are considered to be constant 
• Generation is constant from the collector bus (constant P) 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to properly outline and understand the working model that 
is used to analyze the effects that adaptive protection can play on a transmission line. The model 
setup followed the following process: 1) analyze the system with ETAP - a power flow study 
program, 2) convert the system model to CAPE – protection study program, 3) modify the 
system within CAPE to include the new transmission line and generation.  
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6.2 ETAP Power Flow 
The IEEE 118 bus standardized model is first analyzed with ETAP, a commercially 
available power flow program. This power flow results allows for a better understanding of the 
model before any changes are made. The power flow is run based on the model provided by 
IEEE with no modifications made. These results are shown in Appendix A. Initial power flow 
results determine that an area near two substations (Muskgnum_138kV and Kammer_138kV) are 
an excellent fit for the new transmission line and generation that are to be added. This area of the 
system is chosen because it has the highest available transformer capacity out of all the possible 
sites. The transformer at Muskgnum_138kV is only loaded to 33% of its available capacity 
according to the initial model provided by IEEE. It is not critical that the power flow runs within 
actual operation limits of the real world, but it is important that the model is within reason of 
what is attainable. The power flow model is utilized only to ensure a more accurate 
representation of a real-life application of adaptive protective relay settings. 
6.3 CAPE Model 
The working IEEE 118 bus model is converted and implemented in the Computer Aided 
Protection Engineering (CAPE) application in order to effectively demonstrate how a relay might 
react to faults at different locations as well as different scenarios within the power system. CAPE 
allows the engineer to properly analyze and determine the appropriate relay settings based on the 
actual system condition and is commonly used by many major utility companies nationwide. 
There are multiple components to the CAPE model for the addition of the wind farm including: a 
generation source, bus models for the high and low portions of the collector bus, transformer 
parameters at the collector bus, the transmission line parameters, relay & instrumentation, and 
the transformer parameters at the remote transmission bus. A new substation is added to the 
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model in order to properly add the required equipment: 34.5/345kV Windy substation. This 
information is the foundation that has to be set before testing protection techniques. Figure 6.1 
below displays the added system diagram for the section involving the wind farm within the 




Figure 6.1 CAPE “One Line” window including the addition of the Wind Farm generation and 
Windy Substation 
  
6.3.1    Generation Source  
The generation source at Windy substation is modeled such that the output could be 
changed. The machine type (generator) is not able to be specified within CAPE, a limitation 
from the program. This generator in the model represents the wind farm as a whole, as if all of 
the individual turbine outputs have already been summed into one generation source. This 
prevents the need of modeling each individual wind turbine hundreds of times. The standard 
CAPE model variables for time constants !!
!!and !!
!  are defined as 0.033s and 1.0s, respectively. 
The subtransient reactance !!
!! is specified as 0.10 per unit for both positive and zero sequence. It 
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is understood that the zero sequence value is normally be much smaller. These are the standard 
CAPE model values for a new generator, so to avoid errors within the model they are not 
changed. It is understood that the induction generators of a wind farm are ungrounded, but CAPE 
does not have the ability to model the generation itself as being ungrounded, so the standard 
value is applied. The CAPE model also assumes a standard X/R ratio for all generation sources 
to be 80. This leads to a safe assumption that resistance is negligible. The generator source 
capacity is listed as 300 MVA at a power factor of 1.0, as determined by the maximum total 
wind farm output.  
This case study assumes that the power generated has already been regulated and the 
power factor has normalized at 1.0 before being connected to the transmission bus. Most PV 
systems and wind generation do actually generate power at/near a unity power factor, assuming 
they are equipped with remote control ability and monitoring systems [33]. The total power 
output from the generator is changed later to display the different output levels of the wind farm. 
The rated output voltage of the wind farm generators are 590V, a typical output voltage for such 
wind farm installations. These outputs are assumed to have already been stepped up to the 
collector bus voltage of 34.5kV. The generators are connected directly to the new 34.5kV 
collector bus where it is converted to a transmission voltage of 345kV. Figure 6.2 on the page 
below displays the model of the generator in the 118 bus system modeled in CAPE.  
6.3.2    Bus Models 
The 34.5kV collector bus at Windy Substation is modeled within the CAPE to serve as 
the primary connection between the wind farm generation source and the new Windy Substation. 
The 345kV bus at Windy Substation serves as the primary connection between the 34.5kV  
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collector bus and the transmission line that carries the power to the rest of the system at 
Muskgnum. The existing 118 bus IEEE model did not have any 345kV busses at the Muskgnum 
substation, so one is added at Muskgnum in order to tie in the new transmission line with the 
remainder of the model. Figure 6.3 on the page below displays the new 34.5kV collector bus 
model information. The new 345kV busses are modeled similarly.  
  
 
Figure 6.2 CAPE generator model for wind farm 
 
6.3.3    Collector Bus Transformer 34.5/345kV 
 The 34.5/345kV transformer at Windy Substation is modeled as a 34.5/345kV 300MVA 
transformer to serve as the step up in voltage from the 34.5kV collector bus to the 345kV 
transmission bus. This transformer model includes a three winding transformer with a base 
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MVA of 100 MVA. The tertiary voltage of 13.8kV is not used for this thesis. CAPE models 
interpret transformer impedance data directly from the impedance (%Z pu) and Loss (kW) values 
without including any admittance or susceptance values. An existing transformer from the model 
is modified such that the impedance and losses are as shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 below.  
 
 
Figure 6.3 34.5kV collector bus model data 
 
Table 6.1 34.5kV/345kV Transformer Positive Sequence Data 
 
 




The ONAN/ONAF/ONAF transformer rating is 170/225/300 MVA respectively. In the 
CAPE model, these values represent MVA ratings three, two and one respectively. Figure 6.4 on 
the page below displays the CAPE model data of the transformer ratings. The transformer is 
modeled as a Wye-Wye-Delta configuration. This is one of the more commonly used 
configurations for transformers used in a collector bus step up scenario. Transformer admittance 
and susceptance are both ignored in this system model. 
 
 
Figure 6.4 34.5kV/345kV Transformer ratings and configuration 
 
6.3.4    Transmission line parameters 
The Windy-Muskgnum 345kV transmission line is modeled as a double-bundle 120 mile 
line using ACSR Bittern conductor. The conductor parameters are determined using the data 
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provided by a cable manufacturer (Southwire). A diagram of the cable spacing on the 
transmission tower is included below in Figure 6.5.  
 
  
Figure 6.5 345kV Transmission line conductor spacing 
 
Transmission line parameters are a major contributor to not only power flow and normal 
system operation, but also to faults on the transmission system. Each component of the 
transmission line can impact system faults. Longer lines will have a larger reactance value than 
resistance value, therefore increasing the angle of the impedance on the line. Lower voltage lines 
will generally require larger conductors in order to meet current and thermal carrying 
characteristics. The resistance, inductive reactance, and susceptance are all calculated for the 
Windy-Muskgnum 345kV line using the equations below.  
6.3.4.1 Resistance 
Resistance for bundled conductors is calculated using Table A3 from the 
Grainger/Stevenson textbook [34]. The table lists the resistance in ohms/mile for each type of 
ACSR conductor at different temperatures. This model is using ACSR Bittern, in a double 
bundle configuration. The bundling of the conductors divides the resistance of the transmission 
line by two. The resistance of ACSR Bittern is 0.0832 
!
!"
 for a single conductor configuration. 
The overall resistance of this line is therefore 0.0416 
!
!"
, as shown in Equation 6.1 [16].  
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               (6.1) 
 
6.3.4.2 Geometric Mean Distance (GMD) 
 The Geometric Mean Distance (GMD) of the transmission line is calculated the same for 
bundled conductors as it is for a standard single transmission line. The distance between each of 
the conductors is required and denoted as !!" , !!" , !!" , shown below in Figure 6.6. 
 
 
Figure 6.6 Geometric mean distance 
 
The variable !!"  is the distance in meters between conductors ‘a’ and ‘b’, !!"  is the 
distance in meters between conductors ‘b’ and ‘c’, and (!!") is the distance in meters between 
conductors ‘c’ and ‘a’. This GMD value allows for the calculation of the reactive elements along 
the transmission line and is shown in Equation 6.2 [16].  
 




= 10.08 !       (6.2)  
 
6.3.4.3 Geometric Mean Radius (GMR) 
 The Geometric Mean Radius of the transmission line is the average distance between the 
strands of a conductor. As mentioned previously, the transmission line model is bundled in order 
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to reduce the corona effects. This bundling requires further calculation from the value in Table 
A3 in the Glover/Sarma book, as shown in Equation 6.3 [16]. The GMR from the table is given 
in feet and must be converted to meters and multiplied by the distance between two of the phases 
on the line as shown in Figure 6.7. The GMR provided by the table varies according to the 
conductor used. Larger conductors will have a larger GMR than a smaller conductor would due 
to the physical construction of the conductor strands. The calculated GMR for the bundled 
ACSR Bittern conductor will be used later in reactance calculations for the transmission line. 
 
 
Figure 6.7 Geometric mean radius of conductors 
 
!! !"# =  !"#!"#$% ! = 0.0444!"
!!
!.!"#!"
0.45! =  0.078 !      (6.3) 
 
6.3.4.4 Inductive Reactance (XL) 
 The inductive reactance of the transmission line is calculated using the above quantities 
of GMD and GMR. The frequency of the system is assumed as 60 Hz and the resultant value of 
the equation is given in 
!
!"
 . This inductive reactance value is the primary portion of the total 
impedance of the transmission line. Equation 6.4 calculates the reactive impedance value of the 
























 The susceptance of the modeled transmission line is important to calculate due to the 
longer length of the line. If the line are 50 miles or less, the susceptance would not be necessary 
to calculate. Since the line is 120 miles long, the susceptance is calculated using Equation 6.5. 
Again, the GMR and GMD of the transmission line are used as well as 60 Hz frequency. 
Susceptance is important due to corona losses that build up in long, high voltage transmission 
lines.  
 





=  853.67!℧        (6.5) 
 
6.3.4.6 Total Transmission Line Impedance 
The impedance of the transmission line (R + jX) is traditionally shown in ohms per mile 
and then multiplied by the line length to calculate the actual line impedance. As shown in 
Equation 6.6, the line impedance of the double bundled ACSR Bittern is approximately 
0.0416+ ! 0.5898 
!
!"
. The resultant total impedance of the 120-mile transmission line is 
therefore 4.992+ ! 70.776 Ω. Figure 6.8 below displays the transmission line as modeled in 
CAPE including all of the parameters defined above. 
 
!!"#$ = ! + !" = 0.0416+ ! 0.5898 
!
!"




Figure 6.8 Transmission line impedance model in CAPE 
 
6.3.5    Relays & Instrumentation 
Generally, a utility installs both a primary and a secondary (backup) relay to provide the 
protection necessary for a transmission line. This thesis looks into one relay to be modeled for 
adaptive relaying as it is assumed that another form of line protection supplies the primary 
protection. It does not matter what the other form of protection is; a utility could choose any of 
the schemes (i.e. POTT, DCUB, DCB, and LCD) so long as the communication means necessary 
is in place. An adaptive relaying system requires a fiber network for communication with the 
relaying at the remote end, so the primary protection is likely be some form of communication 
aided scheme since they could also utilize the fiber connection.  
The local line relay in this model is created as a traditional protection, automation, and 
control system line relay. Most modern line protection relays are capable of distance protection, 
protection of series compensated lines, communication-aided protection schemes, out of step 
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blocking/tripping, dual CT applications, and more [35]. The relay is set up with six different 
settings groups, to be explained in further detail later. The relay is connected to one set of 
2000/1200:5 current transformers (CT’s) that steps the current down to a level safe for relay 
operation. In addition, one 3000:1 capacitor coupled voltage transformer (CCVT) supplied the 
relay with a real-time potential from the line. These CT’s and CCVT’s allow the relaying 
equipment to monitor the current and potential along the transmission line at any point in time. 
This information is critical to the operation of the adaptive relaying methods. Figure 6.9 on the 
page below displays the Local Zone of Protection (LZOP) as modeled in CAPE. As mentioned, 
the relay is included under the protective devices and the CT’s and VT’s are listed accordingly. 
6.3.6    Remote System Transformer 345/138kV 
The 345/138kV transformer at Muskgnum Substation is modeled as a 345/138kV 
300MVA transformer to serve as the step down in voltage from the 345kV line and the rest of 
the system at Muskgnum. This transformer model includes a two winding transformer (Wye-
Wye) with a base MVA of 100 MVA. As mentioned previously, CAPE models interpret 
transformer impedance data directly from the impedance (%Z pu) and Loss (kW) values without 
including any admittance or susceptance values. An existing transformer from the model is 
modified slightly such that the positive and zero sequence %Z and losses are as follows in Tables 
6.3 and 6.4.  
The ONAN/ONAF/ONAF transformer ratings are 170/225/300 MVA, respectively. In 
the CAPE model, these values represent MVA ratings three, two and one, respectively. Figure 




Figure 6.9 LZOP for the Windy-Muskgnum 345kV transmission line 
 
Table 6.3 345kV/138kV Transformer Positive Sequence Data 
 
 
Table 6.4 345kV/138kV Transformer Zero Sequence Data 
 
 
6.4 Summary of Model 
 The setup and completion of the robust system model in CAPE allows for the simulation 
and analysis of adaptive relay settings in the following chapter. It is important to have a defined 
system model considering the impacts that every component can cause. Transmission line 
parameters are especially important as well as each of the transformer models because these 
system components make up a majority of the impedance in the system being analyzed. 
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Susceptance is important in long line models. All of the components play a critical role in the 
accuracy of the relay settings coordination in the following chapter.  
 
 








CAPE SIMULATION AND RESULTS 
7.1 Settings Groups 
The defined working model in CAPE in Chapter 6 allows for an accurate simulation of 
how the transmission line relay at the local Windy substation terminal might react under different 
generation conditions. Adaptive relay settings are set up in one of two ways: settings groups or 
active communication. The relay in this thesis is set up with six different settings groups in order 
to protect against multiple different scenarios. Figure 7.1 displays the Accelerator Quickset file 
with all six of the settings groups. These six settings groups are listed below. 
1) Wind farm is operating at full capacity (100%). This scenario represents when 
wind generation is expected to be at or near maximum capacity of the farm.  
 
2)  Wind farm is operating at 70%. This scenario represents when wind generation is 
operating above half the maximum capacity of the farm, but not quite full output.   
 
3)  Wind farm is operating at 40%. This scenario represents when wind generation is 
operating below half the maximum capacity of the farm.  
 
4)  Wind farm is operating at 100%, N-1 with remote Muskgnum generation out of 
service. This scenario represents when wind generation is expected to be at or 
near maximum capacity of the farm, but the relay sees more local current due to 
loss of generation at the remote bus. 
 
5)  Wind farm is operating at 70%, N-1 with remote Muskgnum generation Out of 
Service. This scenario represents when wind generation is operating above half 
the maximum capacity of the farm, but not quite full output. The relay sees more 
local current due to loss of generation at the remote bus. 
 
6)  Wind farm is operation at 40%, Low/Loss of Generation, N-1 with remote 
Muskgnum generation Out of Service. This scenario represents when wind 
generation is operating below half the maximum capacity of the farm, but the 




Figure 7.1 AcSELerator QuickSet file dialog showing all six settings group selections 
 
Each of the six scenarios impacted the protection settings. As the generation output from 
the wind farm increased (turbines are brought back online), the time overcurrent (TOC) 
protection scheme is increased to include the additional potential fault current. Once the output 
from the intermittent source dropped off, the relay then reduces its TOC pickup by switching to 
another settings group. For the purposes of this thesis, only the ground overcurrent settings are 
coordinated and simulated for each of the generation scenarios. Future work is recommended by 
simulating other methods of protection, as described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The 
instantaneous ground element is an essential point of the protection evaluation due to the lack of 
time-delay involved. This element can potentially be an issue if it is either not able to pick up a 
low level fault or if it is overly sensitive. Any mis-operations can result in very heavy fines for 
the operating utility. The following sections outline the coordination process. 
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7.1.1    Ground Instantaneous Overcurrent Pickup Calculation 
The instantaneous ground overcurrent element (50G1) of a transmission relay is 
commonly set at 120% of the maximum ground current seen by the relay for either a remote 
terminal ground fault condition under normal operating conditions (N-0). A SLGF is applied at 
the remote Muskgnum 345kV bus and the maximum fault current seen by either of these 
scenarios is 842.5 A (primary), as shown by Figure 7.2 on the page below. One hundred twenty 
percent of this value created a 50G1 pickup of 1011 A (primary) or 4.22A (secondary). The 
ground fault current pickup of 4.25A is applied to one of settings groups within the line relay. An 
arbitrary inverse time-overcurrent curve setting is added for better readability of the graphs. If 
the remote generation at Muskgnum is offline for any reason during a transmission line fault, it is 
expected that the local relay would see a higher current.   
7.1.2    Procedure of Testing 
In order to test the effectiveness of the standard instantaneous ground element calculated 
above, a systematic approach is used. First, a “sliding” single line to ground fault (SLGF) is 
applied under three different (N-0) generating conditions. The sliding fault applies a fault at 
every one tenth increment along the line in order to find the point at which the instantaneous 
element will no longer operate. Next, that same sliding single line to ground fault is applied with 
the remote generation at Muskgnum out of service. This N-1 condition is considered because the 
fault is sourced more directly from the local wind generation substation and the current through 
the relay is higher. The sections below details each of these fault scenarios. 
7.2  Testing Scenarios under Standard Application 
 The six settings groups are each tested with the same testing procedure outlined 







Figure 7.2 One-Line representation showing a SLGF at remote terminal
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generation output at 100%, 70%, 60%, 50%, and 40% as discussed below. Table 7.1 below 
summarizes each of the outputs and analyses under each generation condition. The figures for 
each scenario are included in the appendix. For each of the figures, the Y-axis represents the 
operating time in cycles and the X-axis represents the current pickup in primary amps. 
 








Under full output conditions from the wind farm, the standard 




When the wind farm generates at 70% output, the standard 
approach calculations for the ground instantaneous element 
operated as intended, but with less effectiveness. 
App B.2 
60% 71% 
When the wind farm operates at 60%, the standard approach 
calculations for the ground instantaneous element are hardly 
sufficient for protecting the line effectively. 
App B.3 
50% 43% 
When the wind farm operates at 50% output, the standard 
approach calculations for the ground instantaneous element are 
not sufficient for protecting the line effectively. 
App B.4 
40% 29% 
This low level of protection is not worth applying unless the 
engineer is aware of common faults close in to the local 
terminal. This simulation supports the need for another method 
of protection elements such that the equipment is better protect 




7.3 Transmission N-1 Contingency Protection 
 In order to protect against one system failure while still maintaining effective protection, 
a step known as N-1 contingency is taken into account. Generally only one failure is accounted 
for, as many systems are not robust enough to cover for two failures. For this thesis, the remote 
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line that contributed the most fault current at the remote substation is taken out of service. The 
same analysis as Section 7.2 above is then followed for three different wind generation scenarios. 
It is expected that the current seen by the local relay would increase, since the largest contributer 
at the remote terminal is “outaged”. Table 7.2 below summarizes each of the outputs and 
analyses under each generation condition for the three N-1 scenarios. The figures for each 
scenario are included in the appendix.  
 








The difference in current that the relay saw during the N-1 
condition is not as large as anticipated, but there is a slight 




When the system is analyzed with the wind farm operating at 
70% with remote generation out of service, the initial set 
point of the instantaneous ground overcurrent element 





The initial set point of the instantaneous ground overcurrent 
element again only operated for close-in faults. The removal 
of remote generation did not seem to make an impact with 




7.4 Testing Scenarios under Adaptive Protection Techniques  
 For each of the above generating conditions in Sections 7.2, adaptive protection 
techniques are applied to determine the effectiveness. Due to the remote generation not having a 
large effect on the local relay instrumentation, only scenarios of 70%, 60%, 50%, and 40% 
generation output (with no outage scenarios) are tested. The scenario of 100% generation output 
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is not tested with adaptive techniques because the coverage provided by standard relaying 
techniques is adequate. This scenario is represented by using Settings Group 1 in the relay. Only 
when the current output from the wind farm is decreased do the relays lose sensitivity along the 
line, so the following sections outline the effects of using adaptive protection by changing 
settings groups under each of those conditions. Table 7.3 below summarizes each of the 
conditions as well as their effectiveness by using adaptive methods.  
 








When adaptive techniques are applied to the condition where 
the wind generation is at 70% output, the pickup is adaptively 
changed from 4.25 A (secondary) to 4.0 A (secondary) using 
Settings Group 2. This change in pickup allows for the relay 




When adaptive techniques are applied to the condition where 
the wind generation is at 60% output, the pickup is adaptively 
changed from 4.25 A (secondary) to 3.7 A (secondary) using 
Settings Group 3. This change in pickup allows for the relay 




When adaptive techniques are applied to the condition where 
the wind generation is at 50% output, the pickup is adaptively 
changed from 4.25 A (secondary) to 3.27 A (secondary) using 
Settings Group 4. This change in pickup allows for the relay 




When adaptive techniques are applied to the condition where 
the wind generation is at 40% output, the pickup is adaptively 
changed from 4.25 A (secondary) to 2.89 A (secondary) with 
Settings Group 5. This change in pickup allows for the relay 







8.1 Effectiveness of Adaptive Relaying 
 The effectiveness of each adaptive protection application is determined as a comparison 
of the available coverage to the expected standard coverage of approximately 70% of the line for 
the instantaneous element. The overall effectiveness of utilizing adaptive protection techniques 
compared to a standard application is summarized in Table 8.1 below. The effectiveness is 
therefore calculated for each level of wind generation tested. As the generation output changed, 
the adaptive relaying also recognizes this and change to provide additional coverage. 
 













As expected, the full output (100% Wind Generation) is covered completely by both the 
standard and adaptive applications. No settings group change is needed for this scenario. As the 
wind generation dropped off, the standard application effective coverage reduces as well. The 
greatest improvement seen by the use of adaptive methods is under the low generation scenario. 
When the wind generation dropped to 40%, the adaptive methods improve effective coverage of 
the TOC element along the line by approximately 70%. This condition is expected to cause the 
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largest issue with standard coordination since the local relay would potentially pick up less 
current than it is initially coordinated to. The adaptive application allows for effective coverage 
during all generation conditions, thus providing the utility/operating company much better 
security and dependability. 
8.2 Thesis Contributions 
This thesis makes two primary contributions to the power systems community. The 
primary contribution is the connection between technical papers and what is happening in the 
real world - bridging the gap between the theory and practice of adaptive relaying. It is well 
understood that intermittent sources are a big part of our industry’s future. The methods of 
maintaining reliability and security must evolve as well. By implementing a similar procedure to 
relay coordination studies, utilities can make their system more dependable and have a greater 
understanding of how their equipment is protected under different scenarios. This second 
procedural contribution can also be altered to aid in the protection of distribution systems and 
smart grids.  
With new fiber applications being implemented nationwide, the potential for adaptive 
protection techniques increases in the near future. The thorough analysis of renewable energy 
resources in this thesis provides a direction of how much the system has grown Renewable 
energy resources are the future and protection engineers are responsible to make sure the power 
is delivered safely and the system is protected from disturbances. Adaptive relaying has the 
potential to assist in both regards. The power system continues to become more complex and 
adaptive relaying is a great alternative/secondary form of protection that could be applied to 
increase security as well as dependability. 
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8.3 Future Research 
 There are multiple opportunities available for future research including:  
• Transmission lines with shunt/series compensation. Shunt/series commpensation with 
respect to transmission lines will change the power flow parameters as well as the 
impedance seen by the relay.  
• Distribution applications including Distributed Generation (DG)/Smart Grid 
technologies. Distributed generation and emerging Smart Grids provides a unique 
challenge to the future of system protection and adaptive relaying can contribute in a big 
way.  
• Design and simulation of communication techniques required by adaptive protection. The 
communication features required by adaptive relaying are robust and require a large 
amount of security/dependability.  
• Active adaptive protection development requires much more customization with respect 
to a dedicated computer processor. The computer would essentially monitor the protected 
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POWER FLOW STUDY RESULTS 
 The following results are gathered from the ETAP power flow program before any 
changes are made to the system in the CAPE model. The power flow is run to ensure the IEEE 
model is fully functional and doesn’t contain any major errors. 
 
 
Figure A.1  Transformer Branch Connections. This provides a list of the transformers included in 






Figure A.2  Transformer Branch Loading Summary Report. This list displays what each of the 
transformers is loaded to under a standard scenario.  
 
 
Figure A.3  Summary of Total Generation, Loading & Demand. This is a cumulative loading 




Figure A.4  Bus Loading Summary Report (1 of 3). This bus loading report displays the amount 




Figure A.5  Bus Loading Summary Report (2 of 3). This bus loading report displays the amount 







Figure A.6  Bus Loading Summary Report (3 of 3). This bus loading report displays the amount 









TOC/IOC COORDINATION GRAPHS UNDER STANDARD APPLICATIONS 
 The figures in this section of the appendix correspond to the content in Section 7.2 and 
relate to standard protection applications under different generation scenarios. 
 
 
Figure B.1  Ground Instantaneous Overcurrent simulation for sliding SLGF with wind generation 
at 100% output. The ground overcurrent element picks up for ground faults up until 
80% of the line. At 90% of the line, the instantaneous element no longer picks up 







Figure B.2  Ground Instantaneous Overcurrent simulation for sliding SLGF with wind generation 
at 70% output. The instantaneous element properly picked up for faults out to over 
60% of the line, with slim margin for error at 60%. Beyond 60% of the line, the 
instantaneous ground element is not picked up and does not operate appropriately. 
 
 
Figure B.3  Ground Instantaneous Overcurrent simulation for sliding SLGF with wind generation 
at 60% output. The element properly picked up for faults only out to 50% of the line. 
Beyond 50% of the line, the instantaneous ground element is not picked up and does 




Figure B.4  Ground Instantaneous Overcurrent simulation for sliding SLGF with wind generation 
at 50% output. The element properly picked up for faults only out to 30% of the line. 




Figure B.5  Ground Instantaneous Overcurrent simulation for sliding SLGF with wind generation 
at 40% output. The instantaneous element again only operated for faults up to 20% 
of the line. Any ground faults beyond this point are not picked up and the element 




TOC/IOC COORDINATION GRAPHS UNDER STANDARD APPLICATIONS 
CONSIDERING N-1 CONTINGENCY 
 The figures in this section of the appendix correspond to the content in Section 7.3. 
These results relate to standard protection applications under different generation scenarios 
considering an N-1 contingency. 
 
 
Figure C.1  Ground Instantaneous Overcurrent simulation for sliding SLGF with wind generation 
at 100% output with generation at Muskgnum 138kV Out of Service. There is not 






Figure C.2  Ground Instantaneous Overcurrent simulation for sliding SLGF with wind generation 
at 70% output with generation at Muskgnum 138kV Out of Service. There is not 
much of a discernable difference between this graph and Appendix Figure B.2. 
 
 
Figure C.3  Ground Instantaneous Overcurrent simulation for sliding SLGF with wind generation 
at 40% output with generation at Muskgnum 138kV Out of Service. There is not 





TOC/IOC COORDINATION GRAPHS UNDER ADAPTIVE APPLICATIONS 
 The figures in this section of the appendix correspond to the content in Section 7.4 and 
relate to adaptive protection applications under different generation scenarios. 
 
 
Figure D.1  Ground Instantaneous Overcurrent simulation for sliding SLGF with wind 
generation at 70% output with adaptive protection. The adaptive method provides 







Figure D.2  Ground Instantaneous Overcurrent simulation for sliding SLGF with wind 
generation at 60% output with adaptive protection. The adaptive method provides 
100% of the desired coverage. 
 
 
Figure D.3  Ground Instantaneous Overcurrent simulation for sliding SLGF with wind 
generation at 50% output with adaptive protection. The adaptive method provides 




Figure D.4  Ground Instantaneous Overcurrent simulation for sliding SLGF with wind 
generation at 40% output with adaptive protection. The adaptive method provides 
100% of the desired coverage. 
 
